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Hello and welcome to a new issue of VFTT. As with the last issue I’ve dipped into the barrel of old material to bring a few old, hard to find Red Barricades articles back in to the light of day. I’ve got a couple of articles on the Armoured Blitz floating around as well, so there may be more Red Barricades in the next issue!

However I was talking to a few people at HEROES in March who are working on some articles, so hopefully the next issue will take a break from Stalingrad to look at some of the other areas of World War 2 and beyond covered by ASL.

‘Til next issue, roll Low and Prosper.

Pete Phillipps
INCOMING

ADVANCED SQUAD LEADER
STARTER KIT #4
Pacific Theater of Operations

PACIFIC STARTER

ASL4 PTO is a stand-alone module that bring the Pacific Theatre of Operations (PTO) to ASLSK, adding the Japanese and the United States Marine Corps. It will include new terrain types and simplified rules for Banzai, concealment, and hand-to-hand close combat. As with other ASL Starter Kits it will be self-contained, with three new map boards, eight scenarios, one counter sheet of ½” counters and one counter sheet of ⅜” and 5/8” counters included as well as the rulebook. No release date has been announced, although it is expected to be released soon. It will retail for $65.00, but is still available to pre-order for $45.00.

Also on pre-order is the reprint of For King and Country, which contains the British forces for ASL, along with eight map boards and 20 revised and updated scenarios. The pre-order price is $90.00, while the retail price will be $120.00. As with order core modules, this will be produced even if it does not reach the pre-order number, and is expected to be available some time later in the year.

The Supplemental Map Bundle contains the 40 geomorphic ASL map boards which have been released since the original ASL Map Bundle was released in 2011. It includes map boards 53 to 77, 10z and 17z, p to s and 1a/b to 9a/b. Having been placed on pre-order in March 2017 it is still some way short of reaching its target of 450 pre-orders. It will retail for $160.00 but can be pre-ordered for $120.00.

The Deluxe ASL Redux was placed on pre-order in October 2018 and is moving close to its target of 800 pre-orders. This pack will include the eight original DASL map boards (a-h) from Streets of Fire and Hedgerow Hell, repainted by Charlie Kibler and finished in the “tri-fold” style of DASL maps i-j from Winter Offensive Bonus Pack 09. The original DASL overlays (from the ASL Annual 1995) will also be repainted by Charlie for inclusion, and six additional sheets of wooden and stone rubble Kibler overlays will be provided. In addition to the original 18 DASL scenarios there will also be between 20-22 additional out-of-print DASL scenarios, all scenarios will be updated and rebalanced as needed. The retail price will be $92.00 while the pre-order price is $69.00.

MMP are also aiming to produce a new edition of Croix de Guerre (including the Drintn ASL module being developed by Dan Dolan) this year. Time and resources permitting, ASL Journal 13, the ASL Overlay Pack, and the Swedish Volunteers reprint will also be produced in 2018.

BACK IN THE CELLAR

Following the release of LFT 14, Le Franc Tireur have now released From The Cellar 9, featuring 10 scenarios from the French wargaming magazine Vae Victis and seven original designs. Vae Victis is a French magazine that covers wargames in general and every issue includes a full game, as well as an original ASL scenario. More details about the magazine can be found at https://www.vaevicteismag.fr/en/

Most are tournament sized, and cover actions from Poland and the Franco-German border in 1939 to two set in French Indo-China in 1945. FTC 9 is available now for £27 from the Le Franc Tireur website at https://www.lefranctireur.org/ and the usual retailers.

CC IN TEXAS

Encircled Productions have released ASL March Madness: Close Combat, a set of eight short scenarios in which victory hinges on close combat. Most are set in Europe, although there are two PTO scenarios, one of which covers a night infiltration by the Japanese through American lines. It can be ordered from the website at http://kansascityasl.com/html/publications.html where US orders cost $17.00, or from various retailers.

BUNKER BACK

Following a lengthy period of serious illness (see https://www.gofundme.com/vic-provost-needs-your-help for more details), Vic Provost is slowly recovering. With help from others in the Dispatches from the Bunker crew, issue DfB 47 was finally transmitted to subscribers in February.

As usual there are four new scenarios, with ‘Fausts At Wethen’ seeing lead elements of the 9th Armored CCB counterattack at Wethen in the Ruhr Pocket, while ‘Fontenay By Night’ is a night scenario between the British and the SS. The Brandenburger Division attack Tito’s forces in ‘Brandenburger Blitz’, and ‘Opening Battle for Hill 700’ features a Japanese assault on Bougainville.

In the pipeline for issues for 48 and 49 are four paratrooper glider scenarios and an article accompanying them. Expect to see issue 48 late summer, and then the usual September/March schedule resuming.

A four issue subscription is $15.00, while a ‘Digital The WORKS’ order containing PDFs of all prior issues plus a subscription is $65.00. Individual PDF back issues are available for $3.00 each, except for issues 2-8, 10, 13, 16-19 and 28 which have had their material which was reprinted by MMP replaced and are only $2.00 each. Issue 1 is available for free upon request, by emailing them at aslbunker@aol.com. You can pay by PayPal to PinkFloydFan1954@aol.com.
Like 2018, HEROES 2019 took place at the Headlands, which everyone had felt was a better venue than the Colwyn following its first use last year. Unlike 2018, there were no travel issues due to adverse weather conditions!

As usual, numerous friendly games were played on the Wednesday and Thursday. While a few took the opportunity to play scenarios that had been selected for the main tournament, many chose to play other scenarios, with choices from several recent releases, including ASL Journal 12, Friendly Fire 10, and Le Franc Tirezur 14, proving popular.

Although Red Factories had been released 6 weeks prior at WINTER OFFENSIVE, the only copies of it that had reached these shores as the tournament had been those that had been pre-ordered from MMP. Second Chance Games turned up Saturday lunch-time with copies, thanks to MMP sending them a special shipment (along with copies of the new Winter Offensive Bonus Pack) even though they were still sending out copies to customers who had pre-ordered from them and do not normally ship out retailer copies until these have been shipped - so a BIG thanks to MMP for that. As it was, I was able to get in a game of ‘RO6 The Playing Field’ against Paul Case on Saturday. Paul’s OBA got off to a shaky start, but made up for it as the game progressed, at one point managing to score a chit drawn, but made up for it as the game turned into Rubble! In the end, lack of LOS from the Offboard Observer into the interior hexes of the factory stopped it from wiping out my few remaining troops, allowing me to hang on for victory.

There were no CG played over the weekend, although Martin Vicca, Steve Cook and Ian Ainsworth did spend a couple of days playing ‘Gotterdammerung’, one of the larger scenarios from the CH module Berlin - Fall of the 3rd Reich. They followed that up with a game of ‘RO1 Blood on the Tracks’.

With the main tournament starting on Friday, no mini-tournaments normally take place at HEROES. However late in the day BFP donated a copy of Corregidor: The Rock for use as a prize. As no BFP scenarios had been selected for the main tournament, I decided that anyone who played a BFP scenario would be entered into a draw on Saturday morning to win it. A dozen players ended up playing an assortment of BFP scenarios, although none were from Corregidor: The Rock as no-one had copies of it with them. In the end, Neil Brunger won it, minutes after having brought a copy from Second Chance Games, who did the draw!

French gaming magazine Vae Victis 131 contained ASL scenario ‘VV105 Brexit’, which features British commandos withdrawing from Europe during the Dieppe raid. Using Google Translate I produced an English language version of the scenario card, and with Brexit due to take place two weeks after HEROES, made it available for play in a ‘For Fun’ mini tournament. However, just like Brexit, the mini tournament did not happen as no-one played the scenario - maybe it will see use at a later date!

Attendance numbers were pretty similar to previous years, although only 13 took part in the main tournament. As usual, this took place over Friday to Sunday, with one round on Friday, two on Saturday and Sunday. Prior to the event there was some uncertainty as to the number of people who would be taking part in the main tournament but it looked like it would be 16, which is the exact number needed for a four round tournament. However Mike Davies and Paul Saunders decided to drop out of the tournament on Thursday night, leaving me with 14 players. While not ideal, it is still possible to run a four round tournament, though it does have the potential for there to be a winner after the third round.

What did mess things up was Will Binns did not get back from Columbia in time, and couldn’t ‘make HEROES. Which was a problem as he had been paired up to play Mark Blackmore in the first round on Friday morning! This meant that Mark got a bye, and left me with 13 players in the tournament, making it impossible to pair up everyone in each round. Thankful Paul Saunders (round 2) and Paul Case (round 3) were happy to step in to make up the numbers in subsequent rounds - as quite a few people did not bother playing in the final round on Sunday there were no issues with an odd number.

With just a single round being played on Friday, the scenarios on offer tend to be more meaty than those chosen for the other rounds. This year’s scenarios, based on the theme of ‘Fire’ were ‘SP108 Searing Soltuat’,’A25 Cold Crocodiles’, and ‘J19 Merzenhausen Zoo’. Saturday morning was ‘East Front’, with ‘SP261 Gunning for Gas’, ‘DB35 A Hotly Contested Crossroads’, and ‘AP12 Cream of the Crop’; on offer, while

The German set-up from the only Red Factories scenario played at HEROES, with HIP units circled in red. Not in the photo is hexrow W, which contained the remaining HIP HS and the other 81mm mortar.
the afternoon was ‘D-Day to the Bulge’ and saw ‘AP33 Second Cristot’, ‘WO4 I Don’t Like Retreating’ and ‘G44 Abandon Ship’ as choices.

Other than the final and the play-off for bottom place, few of the final round games took place on Sunday, which was the PTO round, ‘Fighting the Rising Sun’. The scenario choices were ‘J189 Buckley’s Block’, ‘DB136 The Block on the Trail to Hell’, and ‘J166 Maximum Aggression’, and it was the former that was used in the final between Gerard Burton and Mark Blackmore. Having played in four previous finals and failing to win, Mark finally broke his duck and won. This was despite Mark’s general dislike of PTO scenarios!

Ray Porter and Magnus Rimvall contested the Wooden Spoon but decided to play ‘J154 Cradle to the Grave’ instead of one of the PTO offerings. For once, Ray Porter did not take this home with him as he won, leaving Magnus to take the Cheaters Edition of Monopoly provided for us by Michael Davies back with him to Sweden.

Nigella Blair retired from ASL after BFF 2018, and sold all her kit. Joe Arthur purchased quite a lot of this, and donated copies of the 1990 ASL Annual and Best of Friends to use as prizes as he already had copies of these. These were used for the Snake-Eyes and Box-Cars winners, who were Craig Benn (11 Snake-Eyes) taking home the copy of Best of Friends. Gerard Burton and Gary Norman tied for most box-cars, with eight each - both already has the annual so left it for use as a prize in the future.

With few games being played, quite a few people had left by lunch-time, even before the prizes were handed out. By the end, only Paul Case and Joe Arthur (who had slept in his car every night over the weekend to save money!) stayed over on Sunday night - Joe did at least book a book in the hotel for the night!

HEROES 2020 will take place at the Headlands over the weekend of Thursday 5th to Sunday 8th March.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Player</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>W-D-L</th>
<th>Pts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>104</td>
<td>Nigel Brown</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>1-0-15</td>
<td>3095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102</td>
<td>Simon Morris</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6-0-5</td>
<td>3105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td>Luis Calcada</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>2-1-21</td>
<td>3110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>Stefano Cuccurullo</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5-0-6</td>
<td>3115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>Paul Saunders</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>15-0-12</td>
<td>3115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>Paul Chamberlain</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2-0-2</td>
<td>3120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>Paul Sanderson</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>21-0-20</td>
<td>3125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>Bill Sherliker</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>24-2-25</td>
<td>3125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>Dominic McGrath</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>118-3-75</td>
<td>3125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>Jeremy Copley</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6-0-3</td>
<td>3150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77</td>
<td>Rodney Callen</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4-0-2</td>
<td>3160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77</td>
<td>Mel Falk</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5-0-4</td>
<td>3160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>Bruno Tielemans</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3-0-0</td>
<td>3170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>Jonathan Pickles</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5-0-3</td>
<td>3175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>Steve Crowley</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>21-1-25</td>
<td>3175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>Bill Durrant</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4-0-1</td>
<td>3180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>Jamie Westlake</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3-0-1</td>
<td>3195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>Simon Croome</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>34-0-29</td>
<td>3205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>Tom Slizewski</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4-0-1</td>
<td>3215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>Christian Koppmeyer</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>8-0-7</td>
<td>3220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>Gordon Jupp</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>14-0-6</td>
<td>3225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>Ray Woloszyn</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>18-1-12</td>
<td>3225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>Bob Eburne</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>33-0-24</td>
<td>3225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>Daniel Kalman</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8-0-3</td>
<td>3245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>Dave Booth</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5-0-2</td>
<td>3270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>Ralf Krusat</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5-0-1</td>
<td>3280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>Martin Vicca</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>39-1-18</td>
<td>3300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>Richard Dagnall</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>10-2-5</td>
<td>3530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>Phil Draper</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>49-2-27</td>
<td>3330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>Bernt Ribom</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5-0-0</td>
<td>3350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Trevor Anderson</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>7-0-4</td>
<td>3380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Peter Strefl</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6-0-2</td>
<td>3390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>Andrew Drinkse</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>15-1-6</td>
<td>3395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Carl Sneller</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>13-0-8</td>
<td>3410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Bill Adams</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7-0-2</td>
<td>3420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Ian McRae</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6-0-4</td>
<td>3440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Paul Jones</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>24-0-4</td>
<td>3460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Lars Klynnar</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6-0-3</td>
<td>3470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Steve Crowley</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>12-0-5</td>
<td>3495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Bill Lister</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7-0-2</td>
<td>3510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Bo Siemsen</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7-0-2</td>
<td>3520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Paul Jones</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>24-0-4</td>
<td>3540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>James Neary</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7-0-2</td>
<td>3550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Mark Caddy</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0-0-1</td>
<td>2905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>James Neary</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2-0-3</td>
<td>2905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Joel Ayres</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1-0-2</td>
<td>2915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Nathan Wegener</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1-0-2</td>
<td>2915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Steve Allen</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1-1-4</td>
<td>2920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Tim Collier</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>7-0-10</td>
<td>2920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>David Blackwood</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>43-0-62</td>
<td>2920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Andrea Marchino</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0-0-1</td>
<td>2930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Frazer Greenshields</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2-0-1</td>
<td>2930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Jon Williams</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>6-0-8</td>
<td>2940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Laurent Forest</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0-0-3</td>
<td>2945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Simon Church</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2-0-4</td>
<td>2950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Joss Attridge</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2-1-2</td>
<td>2960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Andy Bagley</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2-0-5</td>
<td>2960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>John O'Reilly</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2-1-2</td>
<td>2970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Sergio Puzziello</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1-0-4</td>
<td>2975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Brendan Clark</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>10-1-13</td>
<td>2975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Paul Kettlewell</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>42-0-47</td>
<td>2975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Malcolm Rutledge</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1-0-2</td>
<td>2980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Matt Blackman</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1-0-1</td>
<td>2985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Paul Schaeffer</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3-0-2</td>
<td>2985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>David Turpin</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3-0-3</td>
<td>2985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Matthew Ellis</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>15-1-11</td>
<td>2990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Kris Pugh</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>6-0-8</td>
<td>2995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Jerry Broughton</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0-0-0</td>
<td>3000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Wes Hope</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0-0-0</td>
<td>3000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Andrew Drinkose</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>15-1-11</td>
<td>3010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Andrew Danyos</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>23-0-26</td>
<td>3025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Alexander Roou-Lacordaire</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2-1-0</td>
<td>3025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Luke Cotterton</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4-0-2</td>
<td>3030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Scott Greenman</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3-1-4</td>
<td>3045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Scott Byrne</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1-0-4</td>
<td>3050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Ian Kenny</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2-0-2</td>
<td>3060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Ian Morris</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>57-2-44</td>
<td>3580</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Dave Schofield</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>111-0-42</td>
<td>3580</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Georges Tournemire</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7-1-0</td>
<td>3640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Mike Rudd</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>32-1-5</td>
<td>3660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Steve Thomas</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>32-1-9</td>
<td>3755</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Simon Strevens</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>66-0-30</td>
<td>3660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Simon Stenfort</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>80-1-54</td>
<td>3660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Mike Rudd</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>13-0-5</td>
<td>3755</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>John Muller</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6-0-3</td>
<td>3770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Robin Langston</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4-2-3</td>
<td>3875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Ian Morris</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>89-0-42</td>
<td>4235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Toby Pilling</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>77-2-5</td>
<td>4235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Double One 2019

Thursday June 20th to Sunday June 23rd

The London ASL tournament “Double One” is set for the weekend of June 22nd to 25th, returning to the regular venue, Writtle College.

Double One’s college venue offers excellent value for money bed and breakfast accommodation, large gaming rooms, open for extended gaming times across the whole weekend, and is located close to Chelmsford, Essex, with easy access to London via a 40 minute main rail link, the M25, and Stansted international airport.

The weekend
The tournament starts on the Thursday evening with a curry evening at the college. The gaming room opens at 8.30am on Friday 21st June. We will be running several one day minis (consisting of 4 participants, straight knock out) but players might like to consider tackling one of those big monster scenarios that you never get chance to play in a morning or afternoon. On Saturday morning, players will have the option to continue open gaming or enter the main tournament. Participants that want to take part in the latter will be entered approximately according to their ASL ladder rating. Players will be organised into groups of 4, and will play each other on a round robin basis. Round 1 commences at 9.00am, round 2 by 2.30pm, and round 3 on Sunday morning at 9.00am. Details of the tournament scenarios will be released in published on the website in early 2019.

The venue
The tournament’s venue will be the Writtle Room, Writtle College, Lordships Road, Writtle, Chelmsford, Essex CM1 3RR - www.writtle.ac.uk. Room opening times are 8.30am – midnight Friday, 8am-midnight Saturday, and 8am-3.00pm Sunday (prize giving circa 2.30pm)
The venue is less than 2 miles outside Chelmsford and is easily accessible:
- By car - the college is less than 15 miles from both junction 28 of the M25 and junction 7 of the M11.
- By train - Chelmsford station has a regular direct service on the London Liverpool Street line. Free pick ups and travel between the station and college can be arranged with the organisers
- By plane - London Stansted airport is less than 30 minutes from the venue, and for those flying into Stansted, free pick ups and transportation can again be arranged with the organisers

Participants intending to stay overnight should book their B&B accommodation directly with the college (£36.00 plus VAT per person per night). Contact the organisers for a booking form and T&Cs. Further information can be obtained by contacting the college (phone +44 (0) 1245 424200 ext 25645)
The college has a licensed bar which will be open during the weekend. Sandwiches and snacks will also be available. Writtle village is a very short walk from the college, with a varied selection of pubs, restaurants and a mid-sized supermarket.

Attendance fees
The attendance fee for the weekend is £15.00. Payment can be made by either Paypal or cheque.

For further details, please either visit the tournament’s website at https://londonaslsiterubix.com/ or contact the organisers as follows: Derek Cox, Whiteways, 77a St Nicholas Road, Witham, Essex, CM8 2JE
dgcox1966@gmail.com

You can also keep up to date with developments by joining the London ASL Yahoo Group - http://uk.groups.yahoo.com/group/LASL

We look forward to welcoming you to Double One in 2019
Russian Factories on Fire

Another Look at Red Barricades

Tips For The Russian Player

Chuck Payne, with contributions and editing by Jeff Shields, and Tim Hunsdorfer

As with the armoured cupola article in the last issue, this is another article from Jeff Shields’ popular ASL web site which he ran during the 1990s. This one dates from 1997, and as such all rules references are from the 1st edition ASLRB and the original edition of Red Barricades - Pete

Although the Germans control the initiative and momentum in Red Barricades that does not mean a Russian player must idly sit by just shooting at attacking Germans. The Russian player has quantity on his side and in a battle of attrition will win against the Germans.

Buy Infantry

Buy infantry first and foremost. Buy as much as allowed per day before taking anything else, even if that means taking Militia companies in Reserve. Infantry holds ground much better than armour and squads aren’t recalled. In Stalingrad infantry is more manoeuvrable in almost all areas. Make multi-hex fire groups and avoid stacking for the most part. How well your infantry survives will dictate the pace and outcome of the Campaign Game. One goal is to build up their numbers and overcome German quality with Russian quantity. Once you can defend in depth, the German must struggle for every stone Location.

Trade for Commissars

Commissars are pure gold in keeping your lines intact and your squads fighting. They do far more good than the occasional replacement of a squad to the next lower class (A25.222). In fact, conscripts in factories rally on an “8” when stacked with a commissar. (+1 factory fanaticism, +1 commissar morale bonus, +1 building rally bonus).

Buy OBA

Buy OBA. Buy OBA. Buy OBA. And learn how to use it. It is cheap (although it does tie up a leader), OBA is deadly against troops in low TEM terrain. But the threat of a CH against well-led stacks in high TEM locations is still significant and may well cause them to move to other locations where their FP won’t dominate that sector of your defensive line. Buy two OBA modules if possible, because their cost to effectiveness ratio is high. A pre-registered hex is a must for the larger calibre OBA modules, and don’t forget to use a Barrage (E12.) to shut down an attack before it starts. The extra black chit is well worth the cost when you consider that you should get a Turn 1 FFE that may catch the Germans before they spread out.

Leaders Lead From The Rear!

Russian leaders are valuable. They’re far more valuable rallying squads than leading kill stacks. As a general rule of thumb leaders should only direct fire if they have -2 or better modifier. Don’t waste leaders by taking them into CC or by getting them killed or broken in combat. Use them to keep the squads rallied and fighting, and to get those buildings burning when necessary.

Defend The Perimeter

Be sure you can defend your perimeter before buying Reserve companies. The perimeter is more important than saving a few CPP early in the CG. Ideally the Russian will have 1 squad per hex of frontage, but 1 squad per 2 hexes is practical early in the game. The German needs local superiority at the point of attack (at least 1.5:1). The German will not break through with equal numbers. However, the Russians can counterattack elsewhere if the German thins his static lines too much. One squad per 2 hexes does not allow for much depth. Most of the depth comes from MG nests behind the lines. 1 squad per hex does allow for good depth with maybe 40% in the front hex or two and the rest behind that line.

Avoid concentrating troops too much for a well placed OBA FFE can smash the defences. Yet, in some areas you’ll have to bunch up to keep the Germans from breaking through. For example, the Northern Foundary Hall is only two hexes wide so to defend it requires units to concentrate. By buying on-map companies along with two modules of OBA, you reduce the risk of an early German breakthrough. By preventing a German breakthrough, you prevent your squads from being committed piecemeal to the German attack. You also pressure the German into buying more expensive infantry instead of the other nifty reinforcement groups (AFVs, OBA, Stukas and Guns).

Counterattack!

Counterattack as the defender. One of the most important lessons to learn in ASL is when to counterattack and how to plan for it. (Many thanks to Brian Youse for his series replay in the 1995 ASL Annual, where he discusses counter-attacking as the defender. [NB: But be wary, Brian lost in part to his counterattack. -jds]) As the defender, you don’t have to sit back and just defend. Be aggressive sometimes and the Germans will be kept off guard. If the German overextends himself, then rip that area apart with a local counterattack.

If the German is strong in one area, try to neutralize that area by counterattacking in a weakly held area. The German must also defend his perimeter even though he may have better long range FP, the Russian should have the numbers! Punch a hole in the lines and watch how fast the German moves units to close it up. These units are taken away from where they most wanted.

If the German still has off-map reinforcements, make him commit them...
into the threatened area. Make him reinforce failure instead of success. (Or else he’ll watch you recapture some serious killing grounds.) Expect some factories to change hands 8-10 times if you counterattack.

**Maintain Local Reserves**

Local reserves should be located behind each sector of the perimeter, and they should contain a leader and 2-3 squads ready to commit to any German breakthrough. They should be far enough behind (5-8 MF) the lines to be out of LOS from likely German kill stacks and OBA observers. SW are useful, but not essential for these squads. Use 5-2-7s or 6-2-8s if the expected combat range will be two hexes or less. Otherwise use 4-4-7s, or 4-5-8s. Do not use 4-2-6s as local reserves; they cannot support an active defence. The leader should be at least an 8-1 or a commissar. There will generally be units for the leader to rally so keep the better leaders ready to bring in the reinforcements.

Local reserves are a must on Day 1 simply because the lines are thinly extended. Don’t underestimate their importance.

**Heavy SW**

Keep the heavy support weapons back. They should be far enough behind the lines to prevent their loss if their manning unit breaks or is eliminated. Resist the urge to put them 2-3 hexes behind the front lines in a Fortified Location. The SW will either be lost or the Russian will spend an inordinate amount of time and effort to retain it. Captured German MMG are ideal for a frontline defence because squads can rout with them!

**Learn When To Retreat**

Learn when to pull back. Concede territory to avoid having your rout paths cut. Delay is fatal, but early withdrawal can be, too. Squads, leaders and SW are quickly lost when they are unable to rout or are trapped in areas from which they cannot fall back.

Routing to an upper level only delays the inevitable loss, and generally does not buy extra time.

**Factories Afire**

*(Note that one of the major rules changes introduced in Red Factories is that Kindling is NA (O.2 RF1), making this advice more difficult to achieve - Pete)*

Be ruthless with fire. Torch buildings on the day you expect them to fall or earlier if those locations will be entirely behind your lines. Deny their use to the Germans. Blazes are a fool-proof barrier that neither deny their use to the Germans.

The key buildings to burn are the Northern Manufacturing Hall (O6), buildings B12, B17, B23 and X9. Use Molotov Cocktails in these buildings instead of SW. Molotov Cocktails will cause a flame one third of the time in either the user’s Location or the enemy’s Location.

Make those entering German units spend the extra MF to cross Rubble or risk taking the low TEM routes around the burning buildings.

If the buildings are left standing, the Russians will pay a high price later to upper level German kill stacks with LOS over rubble or hindrances.

**The Great Equalizer**

Russian squads should seek close combat of 1:1 odds or better unless CX. Russian squads are Stealthy if first line or elite. This is a significant advantage in CC (-1 ambush dr). Even concealed militia have a net -1 drm for ambush (-2 Concealed, +1 inexperienced).

Don’t forget, an even trade in CC is a Russian win. As per Brian Youse’s rule-of-thumb, the Russian should initiate 10-15 CCs per Campaign Game day. CC is the easiest way for the Russians to kill German squads and AFVs. Russian squads are much cheaper to replace than the expensive Sturm squads, and 6-2-8s and 5-2-7s rule against 4-6-7s and 5-4-8s.

**Russian Kill Stacks**

Concentrate on killing the German’s best leaders and any unsupported armour. Use Russian HMG or MMG kill stacks; they pack a strong punch. They’re the only reason to risk leaders under enemy fire.

Your 9-2 leaders will tend to have rather short lives as a result, but the payoff may far exceed their loss.

Remember, too, that the Germans have more range with their MGs than the Russians. Either put your kill stack within normal range (typically 10 hexes) of the German expected setup locations or else keep them more than 16 hexes away. Avoid putting your heavy weapons either 11-12 hexes away (when the German inherent FP is still within long range but your inherent FP is not) or 13-16 hexes (when his HMGs are at normal range but yours are not).

Keep the firepower exchange as close to even as possible. Putting a 16FP stack up against a 24FP stack is a losing proposition. The Russian cannot afford for the German to have several well-led and well-positioned kill stacks. Learn to guess where the German kill stacks are likely to start and position the HMGs and MMGs to nail those locations.

One trick is to give Russian kill stacks a return attack. (DFPh and next PFPh) before taking a return attack.

**Use Those Light Mortars**

Lesser support weapons are useful. Don’t discount their utility. As the campaign progresses, the Russians will have an abundance of 50mm MTRs. This mortar has a 20 hex range, so use it to advantage. Give a single 4-4-7 or 5-2-7 two mortars and

---

**Rules Changes in Red Factories**

There are a few rules changes between the previous editions of Red Barricades and the version released in Red Factories. Listed below are some of the major ones:

- Kindling is NA (O.2 RF1)
- Rubble is now also Rout and Rally Terrain (O.2 RF8)
- The DEFENDER can declare H-t-H if he ambushes the ATTACKER (O.2 RF11)
- The German Stuka RG get an additional aircraft (i.e., 2-4) (O.2 RF9)
- Blazes no longer automatically cause Rubble when extinguished in the RePh, they can cause Gutted buildings instead (O11.6094)

Naturally these changes also apply in Red October as well.

No doubt a more comprehensive list of the changes will appear in the ASL Journal at some point.
set it up on a 2.5 level rooftop well behind the front lines (and preferably out of the 13 hex range of the German 50mm MTRs.) First exhaust the ROF of one mortar then switch to the other mortar. Don’t worry about losing Acquisition. The high ROF means there will be plenty of shots, and each will strike fear into the German when they’re unleashed. Sooner or later these 50mm shells will score a big hit! It’s very disconcerting to have a unit (especially an AFV) take 6 or 7 consecutive attacks that might be a critical hit or an effects dR low enough to harm it.

The eastern side of the map offers the most quality and quantity of locations for this tactic, but the roof locations of K27-K30 and P33-P34 give excellent views of other sections of the map. T21.R has a good view to the northeast and west. Who knows if it might surprise a Kraut in open ground in A21 or so?

**Battle Hardening**

Battle harden units for manning the critical SWs. You’ll want enough 4-5-8s to man every HMG and MMG. After that, you’ll want 6-2-8s to help in the factories. The 4-5-8s extend inherent range by 2-3 hexes plus add an additional 14% to surviving a NTC. Since most of heavy weapons are not in the factories, the morale boost is even more important for their survival. [NB: There’s plenty of room for disagreement here. Several people prefer to Battle Harden Consscripts and for very good reasons. They gain a MP, they no longer add +1 Breakdown to SW usage, etc. -jds]

**Make Smoke**

Use MTR, INF, and ART for SMOKE. With the Heavy Weapons platoon, the Russian player has access to the 82mm MTRs and Smoke. If the 82mm MTRs are placed on factory rooftops out of German LOS, then use an HIP 4-2-6 as its spotter. The factory rooftop still gives the factory morale bonus and a conscript does just as good a job of spotting as an elite unit.

Locate ART or INF guns with a LOS to probable German kill stack locations, then neutralize them with Smoke. This tactic is often overlooked by overly aggressive or less experienced players. Don’t let the German be the only one neutralizing strong-points. And since roofs are playable locations, a level 1 building does not block your LOS to a two story building!

The sleaze move is to fire smoke at the roof and bury the level 1 Location in smoke without the enemy getting any return shots at your Gun. The only negative is you must add +2 for using Area Target Type against a hex without Known Enemy Units (to the firer). That’s no worse than using Spotted Fire.

---

**Which Russians to Battle Hardening in Red Barricades?**

MB, Michael Black; PM, Patrick Manlig; and BY, Brian Yousse

**MB>** Some people Battle Harden Consscripts. This would be my last choice. I would always Battle Harden 4-4-7s to 4-5-8s. The Russians need high morale troops outside the factories, too.

**BY>** Battle Harden the 4-4-7s to 4-5-8s. It’s the way to go. Consscripts serve one purpose; soak up the FT shots in the factory where they have decent morale. You only get a few conscript COY and there are lots of factories to defend. They’ll not live past the big factories anyways. 4-5-8s on the other hand, are manly troopers for this game. They defend nicely in the factories, they stack well with commissars, and can attack w/a reasonable chance of success.

**MB>** Why would anyone Battle Harden Consscripts?

**PM>** Because Consscripts make up most of the losses. Because Consscripts have 3 MF while First Line squads have 4 MF. Because Consscripts are Lax and Inexperienced (decreases B#) while 5-2-7s are Stealthy and get Assault and Spraying Fire. Because the 5-2-7s have one higher Good Order morale and two higher if Broken. Because Consscripts are useless except in the factories where they are marginally useful. Outside the factories they Disrupt and have an irritating tendency to die when they won’t rout away. Outside the factories they’re only good for being targets.

4-5-8s may be cool, but promoting Consscripts makes them useful instead of being dead during the next scenario.

**Know The Terrain**

Determine which buildings dominate a sector. For example, whoever controls building X9 makes defending the Northern Manufacturing Hall untenable. BB18 controls much of the ground in the east if a powerful kill stack or gun is setup there. Even X15 with a kill stack can reach out and touch German reinforcements moving around hex O4, 16 hexes away! That’s close enough to strip concealment and possibly have long range fire at -2 DRM or better. Mortars on the roof of P34 have a view of nearly half of the western map edge. P18 or R18 have a LOS both to M6 and into the X9 area. An OBA observer or kill stack here can dominate a lot of vital territory.

Study the map to find the upper levels that will help you control the ground. The time to hurt the enemy is when he must cross Open Ground, shellholes, debris, and orchards. The greater your field of fire, the more you can push German squads into your killing zones. Conversely, there are times where you want a limited field of fire to create a choke point. For example, G22 does not have any great LOS to the ground near it. But it can be painful for any Germans moving from the F row buildings towards the Northern or Southern Foundary Halls.

**Sewers**

Use sewer movement shamelessly. Not to squanders a tremendous Russian advantage. Consscripts emerging from the sewer still have a net -1 drm to CC if entering Concealment terrain. Nothing is more satisfying (other than killing the Germans outright) than seeing STurm squads self-break to avoid CC with a Concealed Conscript emerging from the...
sewers. Of course, the German doesn’t always know if the Concealed squad is a 6-2-8, or a 4-2-6, and most players aren’t about to risk being ambushed with a net -3 Ambush drm and Hand-To-Hand CC sure to follow! Of course you’ll gladly exchange a 4-2-6 for a 5-4-8!

And don’t forget that sewers provide excellent avenues to attack armour.

**Militia Aren’t Trash!**

Militia squads are not all trash! Use them to hold the factories and advance into CC against German units that are not in Ambush terrain. They move through the sewers easily too. Try to have the 4-2-6s give their SW to First Line or better squads during the initial RPh, or risk having their Support Weapons break (+1 DRM for Inexperienced Infantry).

One tactic the Germans can try is to attempt to capture the conscripts in CC (-1 for Inexperienced, A20.221). Captured units can be interrogated (E2.) to disclose HIP positions.

**Beware the 23rd September**

Beware the 23 Sep Campaign Date. It allows the Germans to enter along any hex of row A whether Controlled or not! Thus, the Russian frontage grows from maybe 45 hexes to 68 hexes overnight. This sudden increase can force the Russian to thin his lines, and may, in effect, cripple him for the remainder of the campaign.

To counter this threat place a Reserve militia company in every +2 and many +1 TEM hexes in the A hexrow with one or two more Reserve companies (Rifle and SMG) backing them up in rows B and C. Typically, these Reserves are from A25 to A45 and three rows deep. Add a few squads with a MMG or two in upper level buildings behind them as local reserves and to provide covering fire. Then dare the German to enter here. Remember that a unit may only exit the map from a hex edge that is currently Controlled, and is so at the start of the scenario! If German squads enter here they unleash a firestorm, and have no safe place to rout (CG13). Thus, any German unit forced off the map will be eliminated (if the fail a MC - Pete). While probing HS can strip Concealments and give the German temporary advantage in the ensuing CCPh, thereafter they face encircling fire from the activated Reserves, much of it as PBF. To have a reasonable chance at holding this beachhead requires the German to commit one or two companies with armour support as a minimum. If the Russian has OBA support available if needed then the German may face the unenviable choice: retreat or die? This situation is ideal for placing Reserves where they really can do a useful job. Either they will be activated in quantity if needed, or they protect vital ground if not challenged.

To defend against a potential Armoured Blitz on hexrow A, one may be able to place an AT gun, a T-34 M43 and several ATRs and a number of MGs. These pieces are placed to cover the more open areas that are not accessible to street fighting. If the German expects to hold his gains here, he must commit a large number of CPP including armour, two companies, and an off-board observer to this sector.

**Hoard Attack Chits**

Hoard attack chits for the mid game. When you start a Campaign Game manage your resources so you can counterattack over several consecutive days starting around 29 Oct to 2 Nov. This period may be the only time when the Russian can rebound enough to drive the Germans back and reshape the perimeter to the advantage. Remember that the Russian can only take one attack chit per 4 CG days completed (O11.6231). During this time the German may only buy 1 company or less per day while the Russian may buy 2 to 4 companies per day.

The German will probably have to take Idle days during this period, so plan for some night attacks at a time when you’re gaining in relative infantry numbers. The goal must be to infiltrate the German lines to recapture lost territory, to kill enemy units and to isolate significant amounts of German infantry and armour. Don’t forget that the Germans are Lax at night, so even conscripts will be even on ambushes. Be sure to have the 82 MTRs and OBA fire IR to support the attack. Night scenarios give the Russian his best chances to force the German into very large numbers of close combats. Night is also the ideal time for that gloriously massive human wave.
German Factories on Fire

Another Look At Red Barricades

Tips For The German Player

Tim Hundsdorfer, Chuck Payne, Jeff Shields, and a couple of unknown contributors

This is the accompanying piece to the article looking at Russian play in Red Barricades - Pete

In Red Barricades the initiative and momentum are squarely in the hands of the German player. Coordinated, combined arms attacks are the call of the day. They can absolutely devastate Russian positions especially early in the game when the Russians are spread thinly over the board. The German player must avoid at all costs a head-on battle of attrition. It’s meeting the Russian on his terms and doesn’t take advantage of the German mobility, initiative, and the striking power of the combined arms.

Attrition will kill the German in RB. Manoeuvre will win the game. The Germans enjoy a tremendous qualitative advantage, and can purchase inexpensive, effective armour as well. The T-70 is more expensive than a Panzer IIH, yet the Panzer IIIH is wildly more effective. German leadership is more plentiful and more effective than Russian, and gives the German force extra staying power.

The Germans have better, more effective and more plentiful support weapons than the Russians as well, not to mention Stukas, and superior Smoke capabilities.

The Armoured Blitz

The Armoured Blitz is an option available on Turn 1 of CGI or CGIII, and again on 23 October. Basically, the German player purchases a platoon of tanks (preferably StuGs), and a platoon of halftracks, or two platoons of tanks (Panzer IIIs and IVs) and one of halftracks. The tanks are used to punch a hole through the Russian defences in the open terrain of the NE corner. As soon as a breach develops, the halftracks go through loaded for bear (4 SPW with 6 squads, and 4 crews with the LMG off the SPWs) and drive to capture every Strategically Location they can. Since the Russians can’t defend in depth on day 1, the blitz has a high chance of success against the standard Russian CPP purchases.

On following days the German consolidates his gains with infantry purchases, knowing that the Russian may have to use a valuable Attack chit in an effort to regain territory. The Russians, with 8CPP, has few options: purchase ATGs or INFs on Day 1, and be susceptible to an infantry attack, or purchase infantry and be susceptible to the blitz. Note that the Russian player has few anti-tank weapons available on day 1 (2x ATR, 2x 45LL ATG), and well-placed Smoke rounds from preregistered OBA or StuGs may neutralize the Guns.

If the Russian expects the blitz, then 3 trenches in hexes V5, X5 and Y3 along with an A-T ditch in W6 may hinder the penetrations. The cost is 42 FPP, not cheap. Or they can seal off the whole board by adding trenches at F7, E9, D10, and C12 - still without spending CPP. But the Russian then has little left for dummies, and the soon-to-be-captured trenches give the Germans good terrain. Don’t forget that all entrenchments are placed on map (this is one of the advantages of using roadblocks; the disadvantage being that roadblocks can be cleared during play.)

Sturm Cloud Rising

This is the standard German strategy in RB. The Sturm company hoofs it onboard under cover of smoke from preregistered OBA. Kill stacks take on the Russians in the NE corner with a feint in the NW corner or vice versa. The assault must carry over Open Ground so Smoke and armour are crucial to crossing the terrain. In this strategy the goal is to kill as many Russian squads as possible, as early as possible. Try to achieve a kill ratio of 2:1 or better. Disrupt the Russian defensive positions through coordinated assaults. Each time the Russians retreat they will have to invest CPP into home improvements. These are CPP not spent on infantry. This can be really wasteful if forced back every day.

Hybrid Attack

The Armoured Blitz is a risky but fascinating strategy. Risky because the tanks may suffer recall on day 2, and because it’s like putting all of your eggs in one basket for a 13 or 30 day CG. The Hybrid Strategy gives the German more leeway in the attack. For this strategy, the player purchases 1-2 tank platoons, Stukas, OBA, 81mm MTR, and uses the remainder to purchase either halftracks or additional infantry. The infantry probes the defences for weaknesses with the AFVs giving support and breaking through where possible. The halftracks carry forward but only in a limited drive to kill as many Russian squads as possible. Note that the German player doesn’t have to enter his entire force. If the blitz routes are closed, save the SPW for later and attack in the NW corner.

Kill Stacks

German kill stacks are a necessity early on, but after the strong-points have been broken, spread out to avoid the effects of OBA. The German usually accumulates enough MG that a multi-location fire group is possible (giving away the -1 or -2 leadership modifier). However, there are also times (within the factory, for example) when you’d rather be in a stack than spread out. While OBA is a concern, so is the sniper, and a -2 leader needs that stack to protect him from the sniper.

A good rule of thumb is to never (rarely) stack more squads with a leader than the leader’s negative modifier. Thus, 2 squads with a 9-2 leader. As long as the kill...
stack’s leader doesn’t break it’s great. But once the leader breaks or becomes wounded, then the stack will generally fall apart.

Concentrate on killing as many Russian squads as possible. Use those high FP kill stacks. Remember, too, that the German has more range with his MGs than the Russian.

OBA - To Rocket Or Not?

OBA is a good purchase. At 2 CPP, you won’t find a RG that gives you more firepower and flexibility than Battalion Mortar. Off-Board Observers and Pre-Registered hexes are nice extras. On Day 1, the German will almost always attack on two axes - the right and the left. Having the OBA you bring down on turn one as smoke is a great way to eliminate Russian DF options. Smoke will undoubtedly help you on the first day, and remember you can call for an FFE on turn 1 with a Pre-Registered hex. The greatest problem with OBA is, unlike armour and infantry, it doesn’t help your ELR situation when it becomes critical.

To break resistance in most areas, however, you will need heavier OBA, and the price escalates rapidly with calibre. The exception is Rocket OBA, which yields a good attack at a low cost. Always buy a pre-registered hex with ROBA. You only get one fire mission, but it covers a large area, and can be enough to breach the Russian line.

Don’t underestimate the effect of an Attack day where you buy nothing but OBA, sit back and hammer the Russian position - you can still win on CVP and the only way the Russian will win is by coming after you! This is an interesting strategy as it may buy time enough to reorganize for a major assault.

German OBA is much more expensive than Russian OBA for a similar HE payload on a per module basis. The German has a couple of advantages, though. German OBA has normal or plentiful ammunition on a modified DR of <= 8, with plentiful ammo on a modified DR of <= 4. The Russian has scarce ammo on a final DR of > = 8. This seemingly small difference is actually quite large since the Russian does not usually have negative modifiers while the German often does. The German can expect 1-2 missions more per day with his draw pile than the Russian can expect, which reduces the cost per mission.

The German also has two options the Soviet player does not. First, the German player can buy an off-board observer for 1 CPP. An off-board observer always maintains Battery Contact, and he never breaks. He may be located in any map edge hex between N0 and AA45 provided that hex is German Controlled at scenario start. The observer is treated as being at Level three, but note that most of the map is Level three, but note that most of the map is Level

1. The only disadvantage of the off-board observer is he can never adequately see the eastern half of the map.

Another option available to the German is the spotter plane. An observer in a spotter plane can move to any map-edge hex and trace a LOS to any hex subject to normal aerial rules. The spotter must make a sighting TC, but at least if the SR is on-map he can see it. The spotter plane is subject to weather restrictions and to directing only 100+mm or 150+mm OBA modules excluding rocket OBA. It’s rare to see the spotter plane used. I suspect that between the contact DRs, sighting TCs and blind hexes, the spotter plane is risky for directing such an expensive asset. For certain cases though, such as a large assault from the east, it may prove useful despite the risks.

Not every OBA mission must use HE (EXC: 150+mm module). 80+mm and 100+mm OBA may fire Smoke missions to cover the attack’s avenue of approach. Also, Barrages (HE or Smoke) are available if that module has a Pre-Registered hex. The only requirement is the barrage must be aligned with a hexgrain running north-to-south (i.e. all barrage hexes are on the same letter hexrow with the PR hex in the centre of the nine hex wide FFE.) Smoke is often used to neutralize Russian strong-points while the German infantry closes in or bypasses it. Rolling barrages are not available in RB.

Don’t forget harassing fire either. While harassing fire may not cause great casualties, it can hinder the Russian from shifting his forces to stop a German attack. Plus, any critical hit is still resolved as double the normal FP.

The primary disadvantage for the German regarding all OBA is its relative cost. 80mm Battalion Mortar OBA costs 2 CPP. 100mm OBA costs 4 CPP and 150mm OBA costs 6 CPP. Pre-registered hexes and other options add to this cost. Only Nebelwerfer rocket OBA is relatively cheap at 2 CPP, but it lasts for only one mission and cannot be corrected. Thus, a Pre-Registered hex is usually considered a must with Rocket OBA. What the German pays in extra cost must be offset by gaining an increased number of missions with minimum time spent with Spotting Rounds. Thus, the additional cost of a well located off-board observer and/or pre-registered hex may make the module much more effective than a similar Russian module especially in a 6-7 turn scenario where the second red chit is never drawn. For large calibre OBA, at least one Pre-Registered hex is cost effective. Even if the first mission is taken as an immediate FFE requiring an extra chit draw, the German should attempt it in order to maximize his number of missions. 70% of the time, he will get the needed black chit too.

The German also has a much better radio than the Russian, so his observers are not necessarily forced to use field phones. Once the German player controls some level 2 buildings with dominant LOS, field phones will be used most often. Field phones are more reliable than a radio and the OBA observer is generally static in RB scenarios. However, in some circumstances a leader with a radio may be more useful. The radio option should be kept in mind, particularly if the German player breaks through the Russian lines.

80mm Battalion Mortar OBA is essential if the Russian launches a night assault. For this reason, the German may want to take a module of 80mm Battalion Mortar OBA anytime he plans to go Idle, just in case the Russian takes an Attack chit. This technique will be essential if the
German player doesn’t have 81* MTRs in his order of battle (they are capable of firing IR too). At night the observer can place an Illuminating Round (IR) any multiple of 6 hexes away from his location even though he does not have a LOS to that point. If he has a LOS to an enemy unit or a Gunflash, then he may position the IR anywhere along the LOS to the enemy unit/Gunflash. For purposes of firing an IR, the chit draw is made but it is shuffled back into the draw pile after the mission is completed. Presumably, if a FFE were fired its chit would be permanently removed.

In conclusion, the higher cost of the German OBA is mostly offset by the higher number of expected missions per module. The German does have a wide variety of options to use to maximize his OBA effectiveness, such as HE, or smoke, barrage or normal FFE or harassing fire, radio or phone, PR hexes, off-board observers and spotter planes. By carefully choosing which of these to employ during any scenario, OBA should be effective in opening the Russian defence to exploitation by the German Landsers and inflicting Russian casualties. The only decision the German must make is when to buy OBA versus some other necessary asset.

**Stukas**

Air support, in the form of Stukas, is perhaps the best bargain of the CG. At 1 CPP, no other RG (including OBA) gives you a longer arm, or is more invulnerable to Russian counter measures. A player must, if possible, take every Stuka RG available to him during a CG. The Russian can only pray for rain.

Stukas essentially halt Russian movement. Your opponent must face either the necessity of purchasing RG on map or recognize that Stukas will hold up the RG on it’s way to the line. They are HUGELY successful at this. For one, the Russian loses the ability to stack move his reinforcing company - robbing him of leadership bonus to the vast majority of his units and forcing units to lug heavy support weapons at a snail’s pace. Remember Stukas Pin target units when making a Point Attack (E7.403). Further, the ability to lay 2 Residual FP in four straight hexes with a strafing attack is a nice impediment to movement. The bombs are a nice deterrent to the purchase of armoured units as well.

Stukas are virtually unouchable. For HMGs or MMGs to fire AA, they must be setup outside a building, a risky venture for the Russian.

Stukas require a little patience to use effectively. Don’t just jump on the first squad moving in the open, there are often bigger fish to fry. Another use for Stukas is to strafe factory rooftops for HIP OBA spotters at 2 FP (+0). Sighting TC may interfere with this though, but generally a known unit can be worked into the strafing run.

**Stuka Advantages**

1. Possible chance to kill or stun even a T-34 with its MGs due to guaranteed aerial attack and rear facing modifiers (Final TK# = 3 [4 (39F MG) - 3 (Aerial AF for T34) + 1 rear facing + 1 (Aerial attack)]). [NB: Stukas always use the 39F column, and CH and Penetration are NA.]
2. Automatic Pin happens at the end of the Stuka point attack. Thus, FFMO and FFNAM apply until then.
3. Bombs attack at 36 FP if they hit. Use black TH# and secure direct hit if \( \frac{\text{Hit}}{2} \) (FRu) to determine effectiveness can vary greatly.
4. Malfunctioned MGs can recall Stuka.
5. Difficult to obtain a hit with bombs against infantry in hard targets. Even more so if the Location is Fortified or units are Concealed, assuming the sighting TC is passed.
6. Stukas only attack during the Russian MPPh and German DFPPh. If the Stukas do not appear before the end of the day (or if that day is an Idle date), then the Stukas are lost instead of retained.

**Infantry Purchases**

On Idle days take infantry in reserve. Reserve restrictions are little more restrictive than No Move restrictions, should the Russian make a night attack. Saving CPP is a huge advantage for the German, as the German has a much better idea of when Idle days are coming than the Russian. However, be very careful about taking too many Idle days.

ELR is a concern, but not an overriding factor. Taking an Idle day before you have dropped at least one level of ELR serves no purpose, unless you’ve taken infantry losses you can only replace by taking an extra day. “Breathers” help the Russian much more than they help the German. Note, too, that ELR modifiers can and should be manipulated through purchases of low-cost armour and timely purchase of elite units.

**Blitzkrieg! Armour in Action!**

Use your armour. The Panzer IIIH is a tremendous bargain at 3CPP. They are fantastic units for creating encirclements and

---
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destroying Russian strong-points.

Use your armour with skill. But, don’t give the Russian opportunities for an easy Street Fighting kill. Be aggressive, not foolish. Units can be locked up by a bypassing tank, allowing a half squad to waltz up (what do you expect Germans to do? Foxtrot up?) and place a demolition charge on the now-helpless unit. Tanks also cut rout paths and provide mobile MG platforms for the attack.

Do this exercise: Buy a platoon of Panzer IIIHs, and resolve that you will lose them by the end of the day. Don’t be foolhardy, just plain, old fashioned downright aggressive. Drive them into the factories. Lock units in bypass. On the other hand, you might try buying 100MM OBA and blowing up the offending T-34s! However, vehicles do not take stone Locations - only infantry can do that.

To kill the T-34s, you’ll need to purchase the Panzer IIIIL, Panzer IVF2, and/or StuG IIH. The Panzer IVF1 is an excellent value with 8MG factors, the powerful punch of the 75* (plus almost unlimited Smoke, HEAT, and a good enough AT capability to kill T-70s). But to kill the T-34, you want that 75L gun. The F2 has the sweet MG, but the StuG has the low profile - always remember to cover the StuGs with a 4-6-7/LMG stack (at least). If the T-34s have to worry about the 75L, they’ll let the Panzer IIIJ/L slip past - and the J/L has plenty of punch to do kill them, especially from the side and rear.

Guns

Guns are generally a bad buy for the Germans. Why? Because they can’t manoeuvre! Indeed, Guns are virtually the same CPP cost at the tanks, yet they’re static! Nonetheless, there are times when the German will want to add punch to a strongpoint, or give added Smoke-making ability to the troops (use MTR, INF, and ART for SMOKE.)

Guns also have a couple of advantages over AFVs. They can’t be Recalled during the Reph. If in the proper terrain, they can set up HIP at the start of the day. They often have higher ROF than tanks. Their special ammo includes Smoke, and Heat, both of which can be effective in dealing with enemy tanks. Most guns can fire IR. Guns can also be notoriously difficult to attack with armour. The utility to the German player may be limited, but there will be opportunities to effectively deploy them.

German guns need broad fields of fire to be most effective. A LOS down a long city street can provide sighting for Smoke. Or a LOS into a series of critical factory hexes may ensure lots of action for the cannon. But don’t forget that Conditional ROF, and doubled penalties apply to covered arc changes in building/factory hexes.

Other Tactical Tips For The German

To avoid Russian OBA, don’t stack.

Use Smoke, AFVs, or VBM Freeze to cross open streets.

Reduce strong points with concerted, coordinated effort. VBM freeze can work well to neutralize a strongpoint, but Smoke can be just as or even more effective.

Avoid CC. The Russian has much more to gain. Sewer movement can be a painful reminder that CC is dangerous to the German.

Study the terrain to determine which buildings dominate a sector. Height advantage from the Chemist Shop, and Commissar’s House can be devastating.

Use the 23 Sep campaign date to your advantage.

DEBRIEFINGS

This is the latest errata for Red Factories, which was posted on the MMP website on 7th April 2019.

05.7 line 12, replace “ROW13-W14” with “ROW14-W15”.

011.58 After the paragraph which begins “Combined CG Victory Assessment”, add new paragraph: “CG Initial Scenario SAN: Russian CG Initial Scenario SAN is 4, and German CG Initial Scenario SAN is 3.”.

011.6231 line 1, delete “RUSSIAN”. Line 1, after “each CG” add “[EXC: RO CG III]”. Line 6, delete “; CG III: 4”. After the last sentence, add “This limit applies to the Germans in RO CG III, in which they have a maximum of 4 Attack chits.”.

011.6234 at the end of the first sentence, add “[EXC: maximum of 4 in RO CG III]”.

Scenario RO1 “Blood On The Tracks” Replace VC with “The Germans win at game end if there are no Good Order Russian MMC on/west-of hexrow K and/or by Controlling ≥ 1 building on/east-of hexrow M”. In SSR 3, at the end add “Place stone rubble in hex R33.”.

Scenario RO5 “Men Of Steel” In the German OB set up instructions, after “Locations” add “and/or Trenches adjacent to building/rubble”.

Scenario RO6 “The Playing Field” In SSR 1, delete sentence “Place a Flame counter in hex F27.”.

Ω
Lamentation Points (LP)

What? A number of times you are free to blame the dice, the opponent, the fate and nobody will accuse you of bad behaviour during the scenario. 1 LP spent = 1 one-time lament.

Why? To decrease tension during the play because now the bad luck can be measured, it is not anymore subjective, and any player can demonstrate his Rommel-esque plans eventually do not work for external factors (traitors dice!) and not for the opponent’s superior skill, if any.

How? Each player receives at the start one Lamentation Point (LP) for each 3 full turns of scenario length. These points can be expended at any time during play to whine for the bad events occurring during the game. This does not affect the game, but relaxes the player. Players gain more LP during the game when they roll critically high or when some specific unfortunate event happens (see the table below). These new LPs can be immediately spent or saved for future later use during the scenario. Each serious and motivated lamentation costs 1 LP.

With which scenarios is it compatible? With any scenario. Being an option, both players must agree to use the Lamentation Points.

Any requirements? None, just be ready to allow your opponent can freely whine aloud against the dice, you, or your excessive luck, despite any tactical or ASL-esque consideration of good sense. You cannot ask him to not spend his LP and accept the events quietly as per normal ASL etiquette; as long he still has LPs remaining he can spend them to whine.

Who will be interested? Any player that would quantify his bad luck during games in a measurable way, and gain the right to relieve his tension for adverse results while not breaking the ASL etiquette. The gentlemen agreement prohibiting whining despite whatever happens on the table is suspended for a moment when the player plays a LP.

Disclaimer: believe it or not, ASL is a dice game, and LPs are for fun, no event in the table can legitimate personal offenses, physical attacks, or impolite behaviour at any time!

About 15 years ago an Italian ASL player (now moved to different hobbies) had the idea above I’m sharing now. Lamentation Points help to manage the hydrophobic attacks of several (mostly Italian at that time) players not always ready to recognize the opponent’s superior skill.

The whole concept is a joke, of course, but anyone can try for fun to see if the option works for his games and see if luck goes one way or is evenly distributed. Spending the LPs to insult the opponent is not strictly necessary and you can just count how many times a special unlucky event happens against you!

The basic idea is that DR are not equal, so a perfectly average DR during the game means nothing since the really important DR in a ASL scenario are typically less than the 40%. If you have a fair luck in that 40% DR you can be badly unlucky for the rest and still be in the position to win. While the original author has left the hobby, even he probably never accepted the presence of a strong component of luck in the game, but I think his idea to measure the real bad rolls, is, at worst, not harmful.

A recent post on Facebook made by a guy not accepting the randomness of the ASL dicebot made me remember this old option, and so - after a light revisitation - I offer the lamentation system here.

Have fun and lament with moderation!

---

### LAMENT POINT TABLE

- **gain 1 LP for each following event, more gains are possible if the same event happens more times.**

**RALLY PHASE**
- if the opponent Rallies >3 MMC currently under DM in the same Rally Phase
- if the player fails > 2 Rally attempts requiring DR < 8 in the same Rally Phase
- if a player misses a weapon recovery > 2 times in a row

**FIRE PHASE**
- if a player tries unsuccessfully >3 times in a row to place SMOKE/WP having a TH > 7
- if a Ordnance/Radio/FT Malfunction is Xed out at its first use
- if a player rolls > 11 on a IFT attack on any >16 FP column
- if any player’s unit is eliminated due to Falling Rubble (+1 LP per unit eliminated)
- if any player’s unit breaks/CR following an IFT attack that causes a K/MC only on a DR < 3 (any DR >3 would be NE or just a PTC)

**MOVEMENT PHASE**
- if any player’s AVF is destroyed/immobilized following a TH or a TK < 3 (any TH or TK > 3 would have been a miss)
- if the player fires a Dud
- if an enemy SW/Gun maintains ROF > 2 times its ROF number. EX: if a ROF 2 weapon maintains ROF four times, +1 LP for each following attack maintaining the ROF. Note the LP points gained under this item cannot exceed the number of MMC broken/KIAed or suffering CR and/or Destroyed/ Immobilized Shocked AFVs in the phase by the said SW-Gun

**CC/MELEE PHASE**
- if the opponent successfully ambushes your unit(s) despite his higher Ambush drm
- if the player rolls 6,6 or the opponent rolls 1,1 in a CC/Melee Attack

**AT ANY TIME**
- if the opponent activates the Big Sniper (dr 1) three times in a row even if in different player turns (i.e. no Enemy SAN activation dr >1 in the meantime). +1 LP for each (dr 1) following consecutive activation
- if the Enemny Sniper kills a Leader that causes >2 MMC in his location to break/CR following the failed LLMC
- if the Enemy creates an Hero
- if the first OBA Chit drawn is Red
- if the player rolls a Random Selection for CR and selects > 3 targets
After a long hiatus, work has resumed on the development of a HASL module on the fighting at Kohima in north east India from April to June 1944.

The Battle of Kohima
In the first week of March 1944 Japanese forces in India launched the ‘U Go’ offensive, with the aim of capturing capture Imphal and Kohima and scattering British forces, thus pre empting any British offensive movements against Burma. The hope was to provoke an Indian Nationalist uprising against the British to knock them out of the war.
The battle is often referred to as the ‘Stalingrad of the East’. In 2013, the British National Army Museum voted the Battles of Imphal and Kohima to be “Britain’s Greatest Battle”.

Background to ASL module
“Why would you want to war game this Battle?” Major Nigel Megrane (retd) former Curator of the Kohima Museum.

The request to start this project came from Steve Dethlefsen who asked Shaun Carter to do the research for a Kohima module in the late 90s. The allure of any close run contest is, as any war gamer will tell you is to do better than your historical counterpart. Given the destruction of “British Imperial superiority” in 1941/2 by the Japanese, it is equally important to show how the Japanese suffered their biggest land defeat by the multi national and multi ethnic Commonwealth forces. Another alluring aspect of the battle from the perceptive of a war gamer is the ferocity of the fighting. The fighting in this campaign was brutal. This was shaped by the nature of the terrain, climate, disease, logistics, technology and most importantly the ideological differences of the combatants Commonwealth and Japanese.

The battle also posed a threat not only militarily but also to the foundations of the British empire and the British empire mentality. Although a Japanese victory may not have produced the Indian uprising they were hoping for, it would have been a major upset for the Commonwealth. As such the battle is of major significance, its fame only dimmed by its remote location, high in the mountains.
The battle also offers a set of circumstances seen if few other battles, the use of air drops to keep the besieged Commonwealth supplied, the desperately risky use of tanks in exceptionally steep terrain, and probably the most fought over tennis court in history!

Development with HOB
The first team started in 1999 and consisted of Shaun Carter, Roger Cook and Klaus Fischer, coordinated by Steve Dethlefsen and supported by the careful review from Andrew Hershey plus numerous play testers. Initial work consisted of historical research by Shaun, later followed by HASL rules by Roger, map drafting by Klaus, and geomorphic and HASL scenario development. Later on the team was joined by Mike Standbridge and Ulric Schwela. After Shaun was able to get hold of a swathe of aerial reconnaissance photographs, the two new arrivals set about re-examining the map from every angle and making extensive edits, EG to ensure there was no LOS between certain key locations, as was historically the case, as well as ensuring the map reflects what the photographs showed.

Hiatus
The project started well, then began to stutter as various key people found work and family commitments took over, and eventually the stop-start nature of the project became unsustainable. So much had been done though, that the incomplete work, with a tantalisingly close closure, was like a thorn in the side of the core group’s conscience. Eventually the itch became too much and a last big push had to be attempted at completing the work.

The Module
The module itself is meant to depict the Kohima campaign and how the battle came about. The centrepiece of the module will be the HASL map covering Kohima ridge. This was created using aerial reconnaissance photos and is currently formed from two 36” x 32” map sheets. 8 scenarios take place on the HASL map, with another 7 set in the surrounding area using regular ASL map boards. There will also be a deluxe map board recreating the tennis court itself. PTO is not in effect, and there will be special rules to reflect the conditions experienced during the battle. Most scenarios feature infantry and ordinance, with a handful also featuring armour. A few scenarios also take place at night. The size of the scenarios range from small to large, the majority lasting 5-7 turns, and the largest lasting 15 turns. There will also be special rules covering air drops and combat fatigue.

Future Intentions
The first step is to revisit the existing unfinished components to create a baseline for play testing. This is going to take awhile. The intention is to ask for help from the ASL community when there is a foundation to work from.
So please be patient
"THIS IS THE CALL TO ARMS!"

This is the latest edition of the ASL Players Directory. It is broken down by country and then by postal code region. Where a date (in dd/mm/yyyy format) is shown at the end of each entry this indicates when it was last confirmed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Wilson</td>
<td>4 Winchester Road, Wotton-under-Edge, Gloucestershire, GL12 6QG (28 Jan 2020)</td>
<td>28 Jan 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter Southgate</td>
<td>31 Inglecroft Drive, Reading, Berkshire, RG6 5JL (10 Jun 2019)</td>
<td>10 Jun 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tim Devlin</td>
<td>37 Wykeham Close, Reading, Berkshire, RG4 8BZ (24 Sep 2019)</td>
<td>24 Sep 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simon Horspool</td>
<td>136 Boulton Road, Woking, Surrey, GU22 8JU (15 Oct 2019)</td>
<td>15 Oct 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamie David</td>
<td>22 Chesham Road, London, W1V 6JA (10 Nov 2019)</td>
<td>10 Nov 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Stott</td>
<td>50 Tansley Road, Loughton, Essex, CM15 7JF (27 Oct 2019)</td>
<td>27 Oct 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Cochrane</td>
<td>20 Scott Avenue, Cramlington, Northumberland, Ne18 1XG (28 Sep 2019)</td>
<td>28 Sep 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philip Jones</td>
<td>10 Bakers Yard, Tewkesbury, Gloucestershire, GL20 7NL (20 Oct 2019)</td>
<td>20 Oct 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Leach</td>
<td>12 Lodge Road, Little Oakley, Dovercourt, Essex, CO12 5ED (19 Aug 2019)</td>
<td>19 Aug 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Photograph</td>
<td>36 Lodge Road, Little Oakley, Dovercourt, Essex, CO12 5ED (19 Aug 2019)</td>
<td>19 Aug 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul O’Donald</td>
<td>25 Archway Court, Barton Road, Cambridge, Cambs, CB3 9LW (9 Aug 2019)</td>
<td>9 Aug 2019</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ON THE CONVENTION TRAIL

There are more and more ASL tournaments cropping up all over the world. In fact, it is possible to be involved in an ASL tournament at least once a month, often more, if you were so inclined and (had the financial means to live such a life - I wish!). If you plan on holding an ASL tournament, please let me know and I'll include the details here, space permitting. If you contact anyone regarding these tournaments, please tell them that I sent you!

JUNE DOUBLE ONE 2019

When: 20 – 23 June

Where: Wiltshire College, Chelmsford, Essex, CM1 3RR. On-site facilities include en-suite and standard bedrooms, free car parking on application, mini market, cash points, a self-service cafeteria and licensed bar. Bed/space rates start at £39.00 for a single room and breakfast.

Fee: £15.00 if paid before 30 April, £20.00 thereafter.

Format: A two-day tournament with two rounds on Saturday and one on Sunday offering a choice of scenarios. A number of mini-tournaments will be run on Friday, and friendly games will also be available throughout the weekend.

Contact: For a booking form contact Derek Cox, Whiteways, 77a St Nicholas Road, Witham, Essex, CM8 2EJ or by email at dcox1966@gmail.co.uk. Check out the web site at https://www.vftt.co.uk for the latest details.

OCTOBER ASLOK XXXIII

When: 6 – 13 October.

Where: Four Points by Sheraton, 4181 W. 150th St., Cleveland, Ohio 44135, phone 216-252-7700, fax 216-252-8550.

Fee: To be confirmed, but in 2018 it was $30.00 before 28 September, $40.00 thereafter and on the door.

Format: Same as always. Weekend tournament plus numerous mini-tournaments. There is also an informal USA vs. World Cup where everyone keeps track of their games and a plaque is presented to the winning side.

Notes: T-Shirts are $10.00 ea. (XXL $13.00, XXXL $15.00, 4XL $18.00).

Contact: Bret Hildebrand, 17810 Gezza Lake Rd, Chagrin Falls, OH 44023-2208 or by email dunavaz@att.net. Check out the web site at www.aslok.org for the latest details.

NOVEMBER BOUNDING FIRST FIRE 2019

When: 21 – 24 November

Where: Headlands Hotel, 611 New South Promenade, Blackpool, England, FY4 1NJ. Tel 01253 341 179. Room rates start at £30.00 for a shared room or £42.50 for a single room and include breakfast.

Bar meals and good beer are also available at the hotel.

Fee: £10.00 paid by the end of August, £50.00 thereafter.

Format: To be confirmed but expected to similar to 2018, IE a 4-ave round tournament beginning Friday evening, with an unbalanced seed from Bounding Fire Productions in use in each round.

Players will be expected to have knowledge of the first half of the Chapter G rules to play in the tournament. CG and friendly games can also be found throughout the weekend. There will also be opportunities for new players to learn the game and friendly games available.

Contact: For more details or to register contact Martin Mayers or Simon Stanforth by email at boundingfirefire@gmail.co.uk. For up to date information check out the web site at https://boundingfirefire.BLACKPOOL.co.uk.

DECEMBER NEW YORK STATE ASL CHAMPIONSHIP

When: 5 – 9 December

Where: The Best Western Albany Airport Hotel, 200 Wolf Road, Albany, NY 12205, phone 518-458-1000. Room rates in 2018 were $80 per night including breakfast. The hotel has a fire shuttle to and from the airport (5 minute ride). The shuttle also picks up at Amtrak station (10-15 minute ride).

Fee: $10.00 if paid by the end of August, $30.00 for the weekend or $30 for a single day.

Format: Six round tournament beginning Thursday morning, with three scenarios to choose from in each round. All scenarios will make use of the Plava Hidding System. There will also be a three player mini tournament on Saturday and Sunday.

Notes: For more details or to register contact Joe Leese, 39 Aston Drive, Staten Island, NY 10312 or email jleese725@gmail.com. For up to date information check out the web site at http://www.asl-wl.com.

2020 FEBRUARY SCANDINAVIAN ASL OPEN

When: 26 February – 3 March

Where: Probably as the same venue as 2019, the Danhostel Copenhagen Amager, Veljegade 208, 2300København S, Denmark. In 2019 accommodation was available at a cost ranging from 510 Danish Kroner (about €70) per person for a single room to 210 Danish Kroner (about €28) per person sharing a four person bedroom including breakfast, lunch and dinner – contact the organisers for a full breakdown.

Pricing:
- For more details or to register contact Joe Leese, 39 Ashton drive, Staten Island, NY 10312 or email jleese725@gmail.com. For up to date information visit the web site at http://www.asl-wl.com.

MARCH HEROES 2020

When: 5 – 9 March

Where: Headlands Hotel, 611 New South Promenade, Blackpool, England, FY4 1NJ. Tel 01253 341 179. Room rates start at £30.00 for a shared room or £42.50 for a single room and include breakfast.

Bar meals and good beer are also available at the hotel.

Fee: £15.00 if paid by the end of February, £20.00 thereafter and on the door (entry is free for those only able to attend for one day). In addition to a discount on the entry fee, players pre-registering will receive a tournament program in January.

Notes: For round four tournament beginning Friday morning, with three scenarios to choose from in each round. There will be an additional round on Friday after if the number of participants warrants it. Players will be expected to have knowledge of the first half of the Chapter G rules to play in the tournament. £10.00 if paid by the end of August, £15.00 thereafter. There will also be opportunities for new players to learn the game and friendly games available.

Contact: For more details or to register contact Pete Phillips, 19 Main Street, Kirkliston, Scotland, EH12 9AE. Phone (1033) 629 1260 (evenings only) or email dgcox1966@gmail.co.uk. For up to date information check out the UK ASL tournament web site at www.vftt.co.uk.
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Bounding (First) Fire Blackpool
The UK’s newest ASL Tournament
ESTD 2018

Bounding First Fire Blackpool is a new UK ASL event where the main tournament will be played using unpublished scenarios.....

The scenarios to be used in the main tourney have been supplied by BFP, fully play tested, from upcoming releases.

The tournament will be run with 2 rounds on Friday, 2 rounds on Saturday and a Final on Sunday.

Time limits for play will be generous but also enforced to be fair to all participants.

Regular visitors to the existing Blackpool tournament, HEROES, will know our welcoming host Charles and his staff.

Now relocated to The Headlands Hotel, this venue offers a large gaming area with separate restaurant and bar.

The hotel is easily accessible from the M55 and the train station is a 10 minute walk away.

BFP have been a strong supporter of the ASL scene for many years and we gratefully acknowledge their support of this event.

Further information on BFP and their products is available on their website:
http://www.boundingfire.com/

Contact Us
Do you have questions about the Tournament? Send us a message to boundingfirstfire@gmail, and we'll get back to you asap.

Thank you for your interest.